doubling season
ACROSS

christian legge and totcho

36 Where I place de
coins so I don't get
de ticket

1 Video game
character that did
37 Type of school
a gender reveal
with a lot of pull?
way before it was
trendy
38 "You
misunderstand
10 What Jason
me..."
Biggs's character
(I have no idea
39 What we want for
what his name is,
the person reading
but what other
this
movies has Jason
Biggs been in?) is
told third base
DOWN
feels like, but with
the dial turned up?
1 "When I was just a
baby, my mama
12 Field for those
told me, '___,
stuck in the
always be a good
matrix?
boy, don't ever
14 Something you
play with guns'"
kick down the road
(should have stuck
to that advice,
15 Numbered cubes
Johnny)
you might use for
a board game (ed:
2 Had some poutine,
that's not how that
say
works) um cuts up
3 Type of city
an onion or
Kendrick Lamar
something i guess
grew up in (not to
16 Record label that
be confused with
ranges from ASAP
the non-profit
to ZZ
striving for stricter
impaired driving
18 "yo ur one year
policies)
older 2day!"
19 A musician plays it 4 The U of UCB
(where Amy
20 Brief time, briefly
Poehler and Ellie
Kemper cut their
21 Ann from Arrested
teeth, among
Development?
others)
22 Strip of leather
used to sharpen or 5 With one's head
further in the
realign razor
clouds
blades
6 Music instruction
24 Hog, dong, pecker,
that apparently
etc.
means to play
29 "KRS-One ___
"fast, quick, and
Vivaldi on WGN
bright" - two of
Morning News"
those words have
(title of an
the same meaning
amazing YouTube
and the other
video I found while
describes a totally
mulling over how
different thing, but
to word this clue)
I guess old-ass
34 Members of a
Italians know
diaspora
better than I do
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7 Rules for the NBA
dictating court
size, e.g.
8 PlayStation game
___ Escape
9 What's the point of
writing?
10 ___ legs
11 Blows it
12 Dog who, despite
its name, won't be
much help with
science
13 I don't want to do
it!
14 With 17-Down,
instruction found
on many Magic:
The Gathering
cards
17 One of five things
found in the teeth
of this grid - or one
of five variants of
a card represented
by the circled
squares

22 Metallic shade
that's close to
cerulean
23 Had its first night
on Broadway

32 ___ MTN
(vowel-eliding
mixtape from
Atlanta's Childish
Gambino)

25 What the sculpture 33 It comes after sex
with a group of
"The Thinker"
six?
might say
26 Mamma follower
27 One of the
ingredients of a
pisco sour
28 18th century
composer whose
name is found in
"cochlear nerve"
30 ___ break (drum
section widely
sampled in drum
and bass and
jungle music)
31 Hue for a sugar
snap plant

35 Team Mark
McGwire played
for when he
surpassed Roger
Maris's single
season HR record
36 A misunderstood
tattoo reads "___
Bart, ___" (No one
who speaks
German could be
an evil man!)
40 Magic: The
Gathering concept
that's represented
by this grid art

